2. Consideration of the absorption spectra of these two gases leads to the conclusion that the primary photochemical decomposition in nitrogen peroxide, which consists of nitrogen peroxide and nitrogen tetraoxide, is due to the tetraoxide constituent.
7 Franck and Kuhn, Zeit. Phys., 43, 164 (1927) . 8 Iredale and Wallace, Phil. Mag., 8, 1093 (1929) . 9 Urey, Dawsey and Rice, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 51, 3190 (1929) . 10 Mulliken, Phys. Rev., 32, 880 (1928 As judged by visual observation, the widest bands in the porphyrins were broken into fairly uniformly spaced narrow bands. The other substances failed to show this phenomenon. Photographs of the porphyrin spectra at room temperature and at liquid air temperatures brought out the effect even more clearly. (Fig. 1.) The positions of the narrow bands obtained at low temperatures with protoporphyrin dimethyl ester, were measured by comparison with an iron arc. The narrower band with a center near X 53,630, broke up into three components of frequency 18, 462, 18, 648, 18, 909 cms.-'. The wider band (center at approx. X 5000) yielded six components: 19, 488, 19, 668, 19, 887, 20, 107, 20, 328, 20, 544 cms.-'. It is interesting that the frequency differences in the first group are 186 and 260 cms. -I and in the second 180, 219, 220, 221, 226 cms.-1. This suggests that the components in each group represent vibrational bands having a common value for the change in the vibrational quantum number. VOL. 16, 1930 It seems probable that the phenomenon of resolution of bands at low temperatures may be characteristic of compounds having certain cyclic systems. If this is the case a spectroscopic study of solutions of compounds at liquid air temperatures may serve as a ready means of recognizing the presence of such characteristic cyclic systems as are present in the porphyrins. In particular we hope that a differentiation between the porphyrins and the closely related chlorophyll derivatives may be possible. A very large number of these compounds have been prepared in this laboratory in a high state of purity and their spectra at low temperatures will be examined in the near future.
A CORRECTION Due to a mistake in the preparation of Table VII, p. 134, in our article on "The Decomposition of Nitrogen Pentoxide at Low Pressures" in these PROCEEDINGS, 16, 129-135 (1930) , the time which is given in the first column is incorrect. The values given should each be multiplied by 2.3, the conversion factor for changing from the natural to Brigg's logarithms. The constants given in the Table are correct, because they were calculated with the correct time.
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